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From JFK to 9/11 the Zionist agenda comes first

by Greg Reese, Reese Report
April 30, 2024

 

Transcript:

When Netanyahu demanded that the protests against Israel be
stopped, the US government complied because our members of
Congress have all been bought and paid for with tax dollars
given  to  the  American  Israeli  Political  Action  Committee,
known  as  AIPAC.  AIPAC  openly  brags  about  this  on
their official website, because they don’t have to register
under  the  Foreign  Agents  Registration  Act,  which  requires
agents  of  foreign  principals  to  register  and  provide
transparency.

Beginning in 1962 they were known as the American Zionist
Council, and President John F. Kennedy was ordering them to
register as a foreign agent. Along with members of the US
government, the Zionists fought against this. In October of
1963, forms were prepared for them to register. But the next
month, JFK was assassinated. And Israel has never been asked
to register since.

Four years later, Israel attacked the USS Liberty, murdering
dozens  of  Americans  and  injuring  over  a  hundred.  The  US
government helped them cover it up as an accident.

On the day of 9/11, five Israelis who were seen photographing
the collapse of the twin towers and celebrating were arrested
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and detained for several weeks. In documents later released by
FOIA requests, the FBI redacted their faces in pictures where
they were posing in front of the burning towers. And described
them as being happy and jovial. One of them stated that,
“Israel now has hope that the world will understand us.” The
end  of  the  declassified  document  asks  if  they  had
foreknowledge of the event and were there to film it, and the
answer  was  redacted.  As  soon  as  they  were  released,  they
returned to Israel and went on television where they confirmed
that the answer was yes.

The  dancing  Israelis  had  fake  student  IDs.  And  several
accounts of suspicious Israeli art students were reported to
be infiltrating government buildings. Over a hundred of these
Israeli art students were arrested. Fox NEWS reported that
these  art  students  served  in  military  intelligence  and
explosive ordinance units.

In March of 2000, several of these Mossad art students were
living in the World Trade Center as part of the World Views
Artist-in-Residence program. They occupied floors 90 and 91
where walls were unfinished and structural beams were exposed.
A member of this group of artists, Hanan Serfaty, was arrested
by the DEA as part of the Israeli spy ring. But the identities
of an additional 14 Israelis who were with him have never been
released to the public. These Israeli artists were sharing the
space with a group of Austrian artists known as Gelatin who
were working on a project called “The B thing” that involved
removing windows on the 91st floor of the North Tower. A small
balcony  was  constructed  for  people  to  stand  on  while
photographs were taken by a helicopter. Another group called,
E-team, managed the helicopter with the designation number,
N666LH.  This  helicopter  was  to  be  in  an  art  exhibit
memorializing this project scheduled for September 11th 2001.

In March of 2001, E Team had an art project called “127
windows.” Officially, they were going to write their name on
the exterior of the tower. They had an artist’s rendering of
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what the project was supposed to look like, but it never
appears  to  have  happened.  And  on  9/11,  American  Airlines
Flight  11  crashed  into  the  exact  spot  where  they  were
supposedly  preparing  to  do  this.

In 2001, Gelatin published a book on the project and described
it as conspiratorial work. It includes a drawing of someone
falling headfirst from the 91st floor with the words, 300
meters of pure pleasure.

Gelatin was originally spelled the same as the explosive, but
was officially changed in 2005.

And the 9/11 Commission report does not mention Gelatin, E-
Team, or any of the Israeli Mossad art students.
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Transcript:

An  alleged  leaked  dossier  shows  that  German  intelligence
agencies conspired to create a false construct in order to
silence Reiner Fuëllmich, disqualify him from being able to
run  for  public  office,  and  seize  control  of  the  Corona
committee and its finances.

 

“It actually shows through a dossier that has just been
leaked  to  me,  that  Mr.  Fuellmich  has  been  under
surveillance for a very long time, and attempts have been
made to prevent him from being eligible for election in the
Federal Republic of Germany through various constructs.
They attempted to enlist individuals from his surroundings,
acquire information, and ultimately press charges against
him, and secure his conviction. It was instigated by one of
the organizations, like the Federal Criminal Police Office
or  something  similar,  in  cooperation  with  the  Public
Prosecutor’s office. That was planned. That was already
planned through a note that was already in 2021, so it was
practically already intended.

“And also, that in 2021, it is already been said that we
have to somehow get rid of it. And almost got rid of him.
Also, that he is no longer politically eligible. In the
end,  this  means  a  high  conviction  which  excludes  the
possibility of being elected in the Federal Republic of
Germany.”

~ Dr. Christof Miseré

 

“So you can say this is a staged plan that has been in
place for a long time?”



~ Reporter

 

“Yes, but during implementation it had to be ensured no
prosecutor took part. Then you had to adjust it a bit. And
then there was this house sale, and it was handled in this
manner, and of course this has the scent of the money being
gone now. You’ve killed two birds with one stone. The
money, one has Dr. Fuellmich through it. Because it’s said
that  the  money  hasn’t  been  returned.  And  the  Corona
committee, which one probably didn’t like so much, as this
paper also says, or as one can see in public, also doesn’t
receive any money. But Templin and others have the money.
And Templin is situated in an environment where there are
actually individuals who either work for the BKA or with
the BND intelligence agency.”

~Dr. Christof Miseré

 

“I would now suggest that the file can also be read?”

~ Reporter

 

“So this is just a part of it now.

”  ‘An  analysis  should  be  carried  out  to  assess  the
possibilities  of  a  declaration  of  incompatibility  that
purely prohibits holding political offices due to proven
anti-democratic tendencies.’

“Then comes the wonderful point, wonderfully in quotation
marks.

” ‘Criminal procedural measures. Preparation must be made
for the initiation of criminal proceedings based on the



evidence collected against Reiner Fuellmich. This entails
collaborating with prosecutors and preparing charges for
established legal violations and offenses.’

“And now comes the probably decisive sentence.

”  ‘If  necessary,  constructions  are  to  be  weighed  and
suitable third parties are to be recruited.’

“As a note at the end,

”  ‘The  activities  of  Reiner  Fuellmich  pose  a  complex
challenge  for  the  security  authorities.  The  man  is
absolutely harmless, requiring a coordinated and multi-
layered response. The implementation of the recommended
measures is intended to prevent its political viability,
and to safeguard the security and democratic values of the
Federal Republic of Germany.’ ”

~Dr. Christof Miseré

 

While some are claiming the dossier is fake, the evidence
already  on  record  overwhelmingly  shows  that  Fuëllmich  was
targeted by the German government for his far reaching voice
exposing  the  crimes  of  the  COVID  lockdowns  and  mandated
experimental shots.

Corona Committee members, Justus Hoffmann, Marcel Templin and
Antonia  Fischer,  claimed  that  Füellmich  embezzled  700,000
euros, despite this being an official documented loan for the
committees legal investigation.

With the help of the notary, they illegally deposited the
proceeds of Fuëllmich’s own real-estate sale into the personal
account of Marcel Templin. 1.58 million euros.

In court, Fuëllmich has been able to question his accusers and
got them to admit they currently have access to this money.



In a 2022 video, Justus Hoffmann claims that there was nothing
personal about the charges against Füellmich. But in court
they admitted that they wanted to put him in jail, and that it
would be the most beautiful day of their life.

Years ago, a father was accused of raping his four year old
child. Hospital records and audio recordings of the four year
old confirm this, but the father was found not guilty and
German intelligence services covered it up and sealed the file
until the year 2060.

Marcel Templin worked with Carsten Stahl to try and block the
boy’s mother from speaking publicly about the case. Marcel
Luthe, who is running for the European elections along with
Carsten Stahl, was also involved in this coverup.

This places Templin, Stahl, and Luthe within the circle of
German intelligence services. And it is rumored that they may
have created the dossier to later discredit the trial. Which
would make sense seeing as how Reiner Fuëllmich has gained the
upper hand in the courts. They will be desperate.

For more background on this case, see my report, the Illegal
Kidnapping and Persecution of Reiner Fuëllmich.
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No Oaths of Office in the Federal Government

Enemies destroying US government from within 

by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
April 9, 2024

 

On January 10th of 1963, forty-five current communist goals
were submitted to the Congressional record. Number thirteen
was, “Do away with loyalty oaths.”

Sixty years later on the very same day, Biden, Obrador, and
Trudeau  met  in  Mexico  City  for  the  Declaration  of  North
America which states a plan to unify North America under the
ideas of diversity, climate change, migration, health, and
regional security. The beginnings of a North American Union,
which is a step towards a one world government.

According to law, elected officials must swear an oath that
they will support, defend, and bear true faith and allegiance
to the Constitution of the United States against all enemies,
foreign and domestic. And through the Freedom of Information
Act,  US  attorney  Todd  Callender,  along  with  his  team  at
Project Proper Oath, found that not a single member of the
existing cabinet has a valid oath of office.

US Secretary of the Treasury, Janet Yellen, has no oath of
office.

US Secretary of Defense, Lloyd Austin, has no oath of office,
and has also failed to register as a foreign agent, which is
required  due  to  serving  on  the  boards  and  conducting
international  business  with  Raytheon,  Nucor,  and  Tenet
Healthcare.

US Attorney General, Merrick Garland, has no oath of office.

US Secretary of State, Antony Blinken, has no oath of office.
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US Secretary of Homeland Security, Alejandro Mayorkas, has no
oath of office.

US Secretary of Transportation, Pete Buttigieg, has no oath of
office.

US Secretary of Health and Human Services, Xavier Becerra,
responsible for declaring a national emergency during COVID,
has no oath of office.

Former director of the Centers for Disease Control, Rochelle
Walensky, had no oath of office.

US special counsel, Jack Smith, responsible for investigating
the January 6th U.S. Capitol attack, has no oath of office.

US Attorney for the District of Columbia, Matthew Graves,
chief prosecutor of Jan-sixers, has no oath of office.

Vice President of the United States, Kamala Harris, has no
oath of office.

Within 30 days of appointment to public office, all public
officials are legally required to have a signed and notarized
copy of their oath of office. And it appears as if no elected
officials in the Federal government have one. They are either
non-existent, incomplete, or fraudulent. The fraudulent ones
are missing signatures, are not notarized, and in most of
them, the words “SO HELP ME GOD” are in all caps. In the US
Constitution, “So help me God” is not in all caps. And this
matters. As many have been telling us for decades, including
the great Jordan Maxwell.

“Today, the entire world of mankind operates under a world
law which is referred to as the law of the high seas or,
International Maritime Admiralty. When you were born, you
came out of your mother’s water. Since you came out of your
mother’s water, you are a maritime product. This is why,
when you were born, the doc (dock) has to sign your birth



(berth) certificate. It’s a maritime Admiralty manifest
showing that your mother brought you into the world and you
are going to make money. Anything in this country, if it’s
a lawful legal document of any kind, your name must be,
according to maritime law, be in all capital letters. Why?
Because you do not own your body. You do not own yourself.
All capital letters name implies that you are a maritime
admiralty product. You are not a human. You’re not a living
entity. You’re a product.

“Your living entity person, the actual you, is represented
under law by upper and lower case name. So you are a
corporation, whether you know it or not. But you are merely
a subsidiary of a larger corporation called UNITED STATES.
This is the way the law works.”

~ Jordan Maxwell
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Transcript:

Isolation means the separation of one thing from everything
else. This is the only way to scientifically identify a thing.
This is done with everything from large organic material to
the smallest nano-particles. It is done with Gold and Silver.
And it is done in basic chemistry, but it has never been done
with a virus. Several have claimed to have done so, but have
since been exposed as frauds. And today, virologists claim
that  isolation  is  not  possible  because  of  the  obligate
intracellular nature of a virus. This means that they cannot
exist outside of a living cell. But if this were true, then it
would also be true that they can not spread from one person to
another. The pseudo-science of virology is full of logical
fallacies that any inquisitive person can recognize.

Scientific studies require a control group. Meaning that two
samples are needed where every factor is the same except for
the presence of the thing being studied. But this can not be
done in virology because a virus has never been isolated. When
virologists claim they are isolating it, they are lying. This
is evident today with the latest so-called proofs that SARS-
CoV-2 has been isolated.

In both the “Isolation and rapid sharing of the 2019 novel
coronavirus” published by the Medical Journal of Australia.
And  in  the  “Viral  isolation  analysis  of  SARS-CoV-2”  from
Japan’s  Journal  of  Infection  and  Chemotherapy,  the  titles
suggest that they isolated a virus. But they clearly did not.

They took material from the most contaminated source possible,
the nose, which acts as a filter by capturing particulates
inhaled from the environment. And at no point did they isolate
a virus from this sample. What they did was run the entire mix



of unknown material through a PCR test, and claimed that it
tested positive for SARS-CoV-2. But we know that the PCR test
is not capable of isolating a virus, and we know it’s been
deliberately adjusted to give false positive results. So this
is not science, it is fraud. They then inoculated a culture of
cells  with  the  entire  mix  of  nose  material,  added  in
unspecified material, and the cells died. At no point in these
experiments was a virus ever isolated. They in fact did the
opposite of isolation by adding foreign material to a mix of
unknown material from a person’s nose. So even if the cells
died as a result, there is no way of knowing what killed them.

There is an alternative theory that does not have massive
funding from spurious foundations and Nobel Peace prizes to
convince the public of it’s validity.

Terrain theory tells us that most of what we are told is a
disease, is nothing more than the symptoms of a natural bodily
process of healing and repairing tissues damaged from stress
and external toxins. Cells naturally die and break down in a
way  that  is  identical  to  how  virologists  claim  a  virus
behaves. And the very same foundations pushing the theory of
the virus, have been simultaneously creating a more toxic
world with petrochemical drugs that earn billions in profits.
There  are  far  more  so-called  diseases  today  than  existed
before this pseudo science was unleashed on society.

In  1859  Florence  Nightingale  published,  Notes  on  Nursing,
where in she wrote that “all disease… is more or less a
reparative process… an effort of nature to remedy a process of
poisoning or of decay, which has taken place… sometimes years
beforehand.” She is saying that what we are told today are
symptoms of a disease, are actually natural processes of the
body healing itself from damage.

Manly P Hall, known best for his 1928 publication, The Secret
Teachings of All Ages, gave a lecture in 1989 called, Magnetic
Fields of the Human Body. In this lecture he described this
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same sentiment.

He said that each human body is surrounded by its own magnetic
field which provides tremendous protection. And as long as the
individual takes proper care of this magnetic field, it will
heal all wounds and recover all bodily functions and organs.
He said that the law of the energy field is also the law of
integrity. When we break the laws of nature, we damage this
flow, which in turn damages the individual’s vitality. This
magnetic field can be damaged by negative attitudes such as
fear, and destructive attitudes towards others. It can be
damaged by drugs and alcohol, toxic substances, and any action
contrary to the common good.

He went on to say that in ancient times looking upon objects
perfect  and  complete  in  structure  was  therapeutic  because
looking upon them inspired an acceptance of perfect symmetry
that positively effects our energy field. And conversely, when
we accept discord as inevitable, our energy field is damaged.

For the past hundred years the same families and foundations
have created a world of chaos and discord. And perhaps Terrain
theory is correct, and the ancients were right, and we have
been given a perfect divine vessel that will protect us so
long as we look after it and live in accordance with the
common good.
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Texas Wild Fires and Directed
Energy Weapons
Texas Wild Fires and Directed Energy Weapons

United Nations designated Smart Cities and corresponding
“wildfires” 

by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
March 15, 2024

 

Transcript:

Some  are  saying  that  Directed  Energy  Weapons  are  being
deployed to spark the largest fire in Texas history. And we
know that these weapons exist.

“This newly released footage shows the Dragon-Fire laser
directed energy weapon system in action. And it could be in
the hands of military personnel in five years time. It
destroys targets with an intense beam of light and has
pinpoint accuracy. It’s able to hit something the size of a
£1 coin from a kilometer away.”
~ Claire Sadler (Forces News)

The fires we have seen in recent years, including the fires in
Texas, are very different from what we have seen in the past.
They  often  selectively  spare  the  trees  while  burning  the
infrastructure into a powdery ash footprint.

“I have witnessed and observed some extraordinary damage in
our state. Could be caused by hurricanes or tornadoes, and
frequently  when  you  see  the  aftermath  of  that  damage,
there’s a, some semblance of a structure that is still
there. When you look at the damages that have occurred
here, it’s just gone, completely gone. Nothing left but
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ashes on the ground.”
~ Texas Governor Greg Abbott

After the Maui fires, many people believed that a blue roof
was able to deflect these Directed Energy Weapons and spare
the home from destruction. And Joe Biden recently eluded to
this twice.

“If you fly over these areas that are burned to the ground,
you’ll see in a mist of 20 homes that are just totally
destroyed, one home sitting there because they had the
right roof on it. And, anyway…”
~ President Joe Biden

“And by the way, have you noticed when you fly over in a
helicopter,  those  places  with  good  roofs,  they  didn’t
burn!”

“With the right materials.”
~ Unknown

“Yeah! So I gotta change that. Anyway…”
~ President Joe Biden

Joe  Biden  is  clearly  not  a  reliable  source  for  accurate
information, but why would a roof save a house from burning?
And while there is plenty of circumstantial evidence that
suggests Directed Energy Weapons are being used to start these
recent fires, arsonists have been arrested starting them the
old fashioned way. And there is a clear motive.

The  United  Nations,  who  have  been  orchestrating  the  open
border policy of America and several other countries, have
openly announced plans to clear the lands of people and move
them into Smart Cities.

Starting with Agenda 21, a map which shows designated off-
limits-to-humans  areas,  lined  up  with  the  2018  California
fires.



Nine Years ago, planning was announced for Smart Cities to be
built on Maui. But the most coveted property was owned by
natives whose families have lived there for generations prior
to Hawaii being annexed by the US. In August of 2023, Maui was
devastated by highly suspicious fires. Roads were blocked off
to keep residents from escaping. And the US government gave
survivors a mere seven hundred dollars per household.

A conference in April of 2023 met in Viña Del Mar, Chile to
provide  the  municipality  with  support  in  the  transfer  of
knowledge about the theory and solutions of smart cities. A
year later, Viña Del Mar was ravaged by fires. It was blamed
on Climate Change, but local officials claimed arson.

And in 2022, Amarillo Texas was reported to be the number one
area ‘under the radar’ for the Texas housing market under the

United Nations’ vision 2045. On February 26th of this year, the
biggest fires of Texas history broke out in this same area.

Vision 2045 is the latest iteration of the United Nations’
plan to seize control of ninety percent of the land and limit
people to fifteen minutes cities.

“We’d like to think that change happens in manageable ways.
It  doesn’t  happen  like  that.  It  happens  in  punctuated
equilibrium where we have periods of stability and then
periods of massive radical, disruptive and transformative
change. And that is where we are right now.”

“This is the decisive decade in the history of humanity. We
who are here now have a responsibility that no future
generations will have.”
~ Vision 2045
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The Illegal Kidnapping and Persecution of Reiner Fuëllmich

The internal coup to sabotage the “Second Nuremberg”
by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
February 13, 2024

 

 

It  appears  as  if  German  lawyer,  Reiner  Fuëllmich,  who
recognized the COVID crimes against humanity as early as 2020,
has been set up. Fuëllmich was spearheading a project known as
the  “Second  Nuremberg”,  and  co-founded  the  Corona
Investigative  Committee.  His  Committee  consulted  about  a
hundred  and  fifty  scientists  and  experts  from  around  the
world,  as  well  as  former  employees  of  the  World  Health
Organization, and their findings showed them that the COVID
measures were the first steps in a plan to destroy regional
economies in order to make populations dependent upon global
supply chains, and were intended to reduce the population and
install a world government under the United Nations.

The Corona Committee received a lot of donations which they
believed were not safe due to the recent history of bank
accounts being seized by complicit governments. One million
Euros  in  gold  was  purchased  and  put  in  holding.  To  fund
operations, both Reiner Fuëllmich and Viviane Fischer took out
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secured loans. Reiner’s loan was for seven-hundred-thousand
euros and was to be repaid with the proceeds from selling his
home. All documented and agreed upon by the committee.

Members of the Corona Committee met with a law firm in August
of  2022,  and  filed  criminal  charges  against  Fuëllmich.
Committee members, Justus Hoffmann, Marcel Templin and Antonia
Fischer,  claimed  that  Fuëllmich  embezzled  seven-hundred-
thousand euros, the loan that he officially took out. They
claimed he was a violent anti-Semite and that if he were given
the opportunity to comment before criminal proceedings began,
they would not file the complaint.

Two warrants were issued for his arrest, from Germany and from
the E.U., without Reiner’s knowledge. Without an international
arrest  warrant,  German  and  Mexican  authorities  illegally
abducted Fuëllmich at the German embassy in Mexico. He was
then flown to the Frankfurt Airport where he was arrested and
put in jail. International law experts are calling his arrest
an illegal kidnapping.

According to documented company plans, Fuëllmich’s loan was to
be repaid after the sale of his property. But the very same
people that filed the complaint against Fuëllmich, sabotaged
this agreement. The contracts stated that the profits of the
Fuëllmich  property  was  to  be  transferred  to  a  Fuëllmich
account so that he could repay the loan. But the notary, who
is sworn to be neutral and independent, instructed the buyers
to transfer the one-point-one-five-eight million euros into
Marcel Templin’s account. Which made it impossible for Reiner
to repay the loan.

The loans were transparently agreed upon in written contracts.
There was no secrecy and the company was aware of the loans at
all times. The evidence that proves this has been officially
submitted to the court, who has chosen to ignore it and has
muzzled the defense and ordered they not be allowed to mention
it.



The evidence shows that Hoffmann, Templin, and the notary,
illegally  obtained  access  to  the  profits  of  Fuëllmich’s
property. And not only is the court ignoring this evidence,
they have summoned these same people as witnesses against
Fuëllmich.

The complaint states, “Fuëllmich has also made himself liable
to prosecution for embezzlement by purchasing the gold bars
without  the  consent  of  the  shareholders,  obscuring  their
existence and possessing them for himself.” But the purchase
of the gold bars is also documented. They are in holding and
can  only  be  accessed  with  the  signatures  of  both  Reiner
Fuëllmich  and  Viviane  Fischer.  This  is  shown  in  company
documents which were never given to the public prosecutor. But
they have been submitted by the defense, and are being ignored
by the court.

Furthermore, while the court froze Fuellmich’s accounts, they
failed to freeze the one-point-one-five-eight million euros in
Marcel Templin’s account. Which is presumably still there, and
appears to be the payoff for this internal coup.

The  trial  is  happening  now  in  Gottingen,  Germany  and  the
plaintiff’s sloppy accusations are beginning to fall apart.
One  reporter  at  the  trial  said:  “The  case  was  totally
destroyed,  and  one  could  only  sit  there  in  amazement.”  A
journalist from BittelTV said that, “Reiner will not only be
released but also compensated. The people who did this to him
in my opinion will be charged themselves.”

It is beginning to appear as if justice may finally be served.

 Produced in Collaboration with the Truth Barrier
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The  Desperate  Failing  Plan
for a New American Century
The Desperate Failing Plan for a New American Century

They are few and we are many, and they must be stopped. 

by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
February 7, 2024

 

Transcript:

On January 16th of 1991, as the Soviet Union was collapsing and
the cold war coming to an end, George H.W. Bush publicly
announced  a  new  campaign  of  American  dominance  which  he
called, the New World Order.

“This is an historic moment. We have in this past year made
great progress in ending a long era of conflict and Cold
War.  We  have  before  us  the  opportunity  to  forge  for
ourselves and for future generations a new world order, a
world where the rule of law, not the law of the jungle,
governs the conduct of nations. When we are successful, and
we will be, we have a real chance at this new world order,
an order in which a credible United Nations can use its
peacekeeping role to fulfill the promise and vision of the
UN’s founders.”

~ George H.W. Bush

Vladimir Putin told Oliver Stone that in the year 2000 he
asked President Clinton if Russia could join NATO, which he
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said made the American delegation very nervous. They were not
interested in world peace. They had different plans.

In 1997 the Project for the New American Century was founded
by  William  Kristol  and  Victoria  Nuland’s  husband,  Robert
Kagan.  In  September  of  2000  they  published  their  agenda
entitled; “Rebuilding America’s Defenses” which outlined an
ambitious  and  aggressive  plan  to  achieve  world  dominance,
starting  in  the  Middle  East  and  ending  with  Russia.  The
document acknowledged the fact that their world domination
efforts would “trouble American allies” and could therefore be
a long process “absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event
– like a new Pearl Harbor.”

A  year  after  publishing  this,  two  thousand  people  were
murdered in the World Trade Center and blamed on a small
terrorist  group  created  by  the  C.I.A..  And  with  this
catastrophic and catalyzing event, the plan for a new American
century went into action.

“About ten days after 9/11, I went through the Pentagon.
And one of the generals called me and he says, we’ve made
the decision we’re going to war with Iraq. This was on or
about the 20th of September. I said, We’re going to war
with Iraq, Why? He said, I don’t know. So I came back to
see him a few weeks later, and by that time we were bombing
in Afghanistan. I said, Are we still going to war with
Iraq? And he said, it’s worse than that, he said, I just
got this down from upstairs meeting in the secretary of
defense office today. And he said, this is a memo that
describes how we’re going to take out seven countries in
five years, starting with Iraq and then Syria, Lebanon,
Libya, Somalia, Sudan and finishing off… Iran.”

~ General Wesley K. Clark

George H.W. Bush’s son, George W., began a propaganda campaign
to sell the American public on overthrowing Iraq. Spinning

https://resistir.info/livros/rebuilding_americas_defenses.pdf


lies about Weapons of Mass Destruction.

“I take the threat very seriously. I take the fact that he
develops weapons of mass destruction very seriously.

Either you are with us or you are with the terrorists.”

~ George W. Bush

 When the lies became obvious, George W. made jokes while
reveling in the blood of the innocent.

Secretary of State, Madeleine Albright, said that murdering
millions of Iraqi children was worth it.

Lesley Stahl:

“We have heard that a half a million children have died. I
mean, that’s more children than died in Hiroshima. And, you
know, is the price worth it?”

Madeleine Albright:

“I think this is a very hard choice. But the price we think
the price is worth it.”

The power hungry cabal, made up of close-knit families who
practice multi-generational child abuse and mass mind control,
began overthrowing sovereign nations. And murdering innocent
civilians became the new norm for U.S. foreign policy. But
their plan for global domination was failing, and starting in
2020 with the COVID scam, they began targeting U.S. citizens.

They  have  become  desperate  and  they  are  going  for  broke.
Slaughtering innocent Palestinians to spark a war with Iran,
and sacrificing the people of Ukraine to hopelessly take on
Russia.

These inbred families are getting old and they are fighting
for their lives. There is too much at stake for them to ever
give up which makes them more dangerous than ever. But they



are few and we are many, and they must be stopped.
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[TCTL editor’s note:

In spite of the mention of “spike protein” which seems to
have a mythology all of its own within medical freedom
groups, Greg Reese’s latest work is worth watching.

Here Reese shares the important work of Denis Rancourt
wherein Rancourt analyzes death data during “covid” and
demonstrates  clearly  how  the  cures  for  this  made-up
disease, along with cruel external force and mind control,
were the actual cause of increased deaths.

Humanity  historically  has  been  bewitched  and  held
spellbound by political and religious leaders, faux science
and  fear-based  beliefs  into  cooperating  with  its  own
enslavement, self-harm and death.

As so many great researchers continue to look at what the
so-called mRNA vaccines are about, what the actual contents
are, and how they affect our biology, we do know that ALL
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vaccines have always been toxic and that NO virus has ever
been isolated. All vaccines are forced upon us via lies and
are all part of an incredibly ignorant (and nefarious)
agenda.

Greg Reese has a unique way of writing and producing short
impactful  videos  as  he  continues  expanding  his  own
awareness.  This  one  is  worth  sharing.

~ Kathleen]

 

17 Million Murdered by COVID Vaccines and Voodoo Death

The groundbreaking research of Denis Rancourt

by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
January 11, 2024

Transcript:

Denis Rancourt has a PhD in Physics, he is a former tenured
Full Professor, and has published over one hundred articles in
leading science journals. Rancourt and his team have used all-
cause-mortality data to prove there have been about seventeen
million deaths as a result of official COVID-19 measures, but
not from Covid, which was a lie.

As far as I can tell, from the all cause mortality data
that  we’ve  been  studying  extensively  for  a  long  time,
there’s no such thing as a viral respiratory pandemic.
(Denis Rancourt)

He explains this all in his essay entitled, “There Was No
Pandemic” which you can find on his SubStack.

There was no pandemic in the sense that there was not a
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particularly virulent new pathogen that was spreading and
causing death. That is not what happened. What happened was
huge assaults against vulnerable people by many different
methods. And every time you did that, you caused excess
mortality. In all the countries where they were not doing
that, there was absolutely no excess mortality, even if it
was a jurisdiction that was right beside the one that was
doing this. (Denis Rancourt)

Rancourt explains a science of psychological murder that has
been  officially  studied  and  documented  for  well  over  a
century. It wasn’t just the spike protein that killed us, it
was the whole damn thing.

Psychological  stress  and  social  isolation  are  dominant
determinants  of  an  individual’s  health  that  causes  a
suppression of your immune system. And you’re going to get
some kind of infection, cancer, heart disease. And very
often the lungs are very exposed to the environments and
they’re subjected to all the bacteria that you live with
all the time. You get bacterial pneumonia and it’s a huge
killer when a society is stressed, meaning all of its
individuals are stressed. The kind of psychological stress
that kills you is when you’re entire world is turned upside
down. Your whole life you thought you had a place in the
world and it’s gone. That will kill you within a very short
time.

We always occupy a dominance hierarchy, a social dominance
hierarchy. That is how we organize our societies because we
are social animals. It is a fundamental truth of how we
organize societies. The stress that is intended to keep you
in  your  place  within  that  dominance  hierarchy  is  an
everyday chronic stress, and the stressors have to keep
changing how they’re going to stress you because you get
habituated to the stress. So they have to randomly hit you
with hard things every once in a while to really make sure
you understand what your place is. That stress is one of



the biggest determinants of health.

But we have to admit that medicine itself is a massive
killer.  It’s  a  massive  cause  of  premature  death  of
individuals.  (Denis  Rancourt)

Modern Western medicine is officially recognized as the third
highest  cause  of  death.  It  was  designed  to  be  a  way  of
controlling the population.

It was designed to be a way of controlling the population.
The role of medicine as an institution in our society is to
maintain the dominance hierarchy, is to keep people sick
and to put them in their place. It’s just part of that
institutionally. (Denis Rancourt)

Financed by the Carnegie Foundation and published in 1910, the
Flexner report was used to outlaw natural medicine practices
in America. The Rockefeller foundation then funded a new kind
of medicine. An inverted form of heath care that utilized
petrochemical drugs and experimental surgery to keep people
sick, and in many cases, kill the patient. As Denis Rancourt
has pointed out, this is how societies have been run for
centuries.

A  de-classified  document  entitled,  “Geomagnetic  Factors  In
Spontaneous Subjective Telepathic, Precognitive And Postmortem
Experiences”, as well as decades of Trauma Based Mind Control
research, shows us that the CIA and our governments are well
aware of the deadly effects that traumatizing a population can
induce. They are killing us with fear and trauma.

This is known as psychogenic death or psychosomatic death, It
is the phenomenon of sudden death brought about by strong
emotional shock. Chairman of the Department of Physiology at
Harvard Medical School, Walter Cannon, called it Voodoo death
because  mind  control  is  the  main  method  used  in  Voodoo
rituals. Which is well understood by our world leaders. Bill
and Hillary Clinton spent their honeymoon in Haiti at a Voodoo



ritual which Bill claims inspired him to run for political
office.

I was particularly intrigued by the Voodoo religion.

Voodoo’s central ritual is a dance during which spirits
possessed believers. On the most interesting day of the
trip, I got the chance to observe voodoo in practice. After
several minutes of rhythmic dancing to pounding drums, the
spirits  arrived,  seizing  a  woman  and  a  man.  The  man
proceeded to rub a burning torch all over his body and walk
on hot coals without being burned. The woman in a frenzy,
screamed repeatedly, then grabbed a live chicken and bit
its head off.

By the time we got back from Haiti, I had determined to run
for attorney general.

(Bill Clinton)
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The Mysterious Human Heart
The Mysterious Human Heart

New evidence suggests the heart is not a pump

by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
December 25, 2023
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Rudolf  Steiner,  whose  teachings  led  to  anthroposophical
medicine, biodynamic farming, and the Waldorf school, said
that the heart is a seven-sided regular form that sits in an
imaginary box in the chest. “Regular” means that all seven
sides are identical. Plato described five platonic solids, and
Steiner said there was a sixth one. He also said that the
heart is not a pump.

This claim was vindicated by Frank Chester, who figured out
how to design a seven-sided regular form. This sixth platonic
solid is now called the chestahedron, and it fits perfectly
inside a cube at an angle of 36 degrees off center to the
left, the exact same angle that the heart sits in the chest.
When  submerged  in  water  and  spun,  two  counter-rotating
vortices are formed. Recent scientific studies have shown that
these two vortices facilitate the closing of the valves. And
when  the  vortices  don’t  form  properly,  blood  clots  will
appear.

The man who unfolded a thousand hearts, Paco Torrent Guasp,
discovered that the heart is a single muscular band folded
over itself in a spiraling pattern. The heart itself is a
vortex of tissue. It is not a pump, it is a vortex machine.

For centuries it was believed that matter can only exist in
three states. Such as water, which can exist as liquid, ice,
and vapor. Human cells are seventy percent water but most of
this water is not in any of these three states. We have
recently learned that with water, there is a fourth state.
This  fourth  state  is  called  the  plasma  state,  gel  phase,
exclusion zone or structured water. And this is what pushes
your blood through the entire cardiovascular system.

Fueled by Infrared energy from its environment, the water in
our body becomes an electrical propulsion system. A certain
percentage of the water in our body becomes structured water,
and the rest remains normal liquid water, or bulk water. The
structured  water  becomes  negatively  charged  and  forms  the



gelatinous  outer  walls  of  our  capillaries,  veins,  and
arteries. These negatively charged outer walls continuously
propel the positively charged bulk water within, carrying the
blood with it. This propulsion system will run indefinitely so
long as it stays charged. And the way you charge it, is with
the  earth’s  electromagnetic  field,  infrared  energy,  and
positive thought.

The work of Dr. Masaru Emoto has scientifically demonstrated
that  water  exposed  to  loving  human  words  and  thoughts  is
transformed  into  its  natural  hexagonal  shape.  It  becomes
structured  at  a  molecular  level  based  on  our  positive
intention. This new model shows that it is the blood that
pumps the heart, not the other way around. And in order to
keep the flow strong and healthy, our best medicine is to
connect to the earth, get sunlight, love ourselves, and love
one another with physical touch.

Viktor Schauberger spent his life studying water and found
that in the natural world, water will always create vortices
along its path. Schauberger learned that this spiral action is
what structures the water in nature. And that when subjected
to modern man made water treatment, it loses its structure.
Schauberger’s work led him to believe that one could generate
energy out of a vortex. He described it as an energy implosion
as opposed to an energy explosion.

Dr Tom Cowan, who has written about this in, Human Heart
Cosmic Heart, has an interesting theory which may explain the
saying, “a heart of gold.”

Another recent discovery, is that gold in it’s purest form
does not appear to be gold at all. Under the right conditions,
normal physical gold can be transformed into a fine white
powder known as monoatomic gold. This monoatomic gold has been
studied by multiple advanced laboratories and it has very
strange properties. It can be made to levitate and disappear.
Monoatomic gold is superconductive. And many would argue that



this is what the alchemists were after.

One of the ways of turning metallic gold into monoatomic gold
is  by  putting  it  through  a  high-speed  vortex.  When  this
transformation occurs, there is a flash of light, and a forty-
four percent loss in weight. Dr Cowan believes that the trace
amounts of gold in our blood is transformed into monoatomic
gold as it travels through the double vortices in the heart.
Creating the spark of life.

There  are  hints  of  a  hidden  science  being  studied  and
suppressed that involves counter-rotational spin. The NAZIs
most classified project, Die Glocke, involved the counter-
rotational spin of a mysterious fuel mix that included liquid
mercury.

This  vortex  system  creates  an  energetic  field  around  the
heart. It creates the heat within our body. And it raises a
whole new set of questions about spin.
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The Miraculous Nature of Water

The structure of water is transformed by human thoughts

by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
December 22, 2023

 

 

The  stated  mission  of  modern  science  is  to  dominate  and
control nature. It was born of the philosophies of Francis
Bacon  who  suggested  we  could  learn  “to  command  nature  in
action”, and of René Descartes who wrote that mankind could
become  “the  masters  and  possessors  of  nature.”  This  was
science flipped on its head because the previous scientific
philosophy saw nature as a perfect creation of god to be
observed and understood. Take for instance, water. Without
water,  we  would  not  exist.  And  so  the  true  value  is  in
understanding the nature of water so that we can flow with it,
not control it.

For  over  20  years,  Japanese  scientist,  Dr.  Masaru  Emoto,
studied  the  groundbreaking  science  of  how  the  molecular
structure in water transforms when exposed to human words,
thoughts, and sounds. Dr. Emoto would simply label a sample of
water  with  different  written  words  such  as  “love  and
gratitude” or “I hate you.” He would then freeze the water
samples and capture them as they crystallized with high-speed
microscopic  photography.  The  results  were  astonishing.  The
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crystals formed from water exposed to the words, “love and
gratitude” were clear, attractive, and symmetrical. And the
crystals  formed  from  “I  hate  you”  were  distorted,
asymmetrical,  and  opaque.

Over  and  over  again,  water  samples  exposed  to  positive
intention  formed  the  hexagonal  snowflake-like  patterns
indicative of structured water found in nature, and samples
exposed to negative intention would lose its structure and
mutate,  which  was  also  found  to  be  true  with  samples  of
polluted water.

Decades of repeated experiments have clearly shown that water
is transformed when exposed to human word, thought, and sound.
Dr.  Emoto  theorized  that  this  is  because  water  has
consciousness.  Russian  studies  have  shown  that  water  is
imprinted by the energy of its environment, and it retains
memory from everything it comes in contact with, even when
separated.

During  the  discovery  of  the  genome,  Dr  Bruce  Lipton  was
studying  cellular  behavior  at  Stanford  University  and
discovered that our genes switch on or off based on their
environment. Human beings are made of about 50 trillion cells
and each cell is its own little creature that eats, digests,
reproduces, and forms communities. Each individual cell is
constantly reading the quality of its environment through it’s
outer membrane skin. This includes stressful emotions sensed
via chemicals in the bloodstream. And when we are stressed,
negative, or fearful, then our cells will switch into their
own  version  of  fight  or  flight  mode.  They  will  stop  the
process of self-healing and begin the process of self-defense.
And conversely, when we are feeling positive emotions, our
cells will be switched into self-healing. And the body will
thrive.  Dr.  Lipton’s  discoveries  were  ignored  by  modern
science,  who  opted  for  drugs  and  surgery  over  love  and
happiness.



This began the field of Epigenetics, and answered the question
of Nature vs Nurture. Experiments have shown that a living
creature  will  thrive  on  a  genetic  level  when  nurtured.
Malignant tumor cells have been reversed and many people claim
to have cured themselves of all sorts of disease, including
cancer, by shifting and maintaining their mental attitude into
a positive one. Official science will predictably call this
“spontaneous remission” but it is well documented.

The cell protects itself by its membrane, which has a coating
of negatively charged sugar crystals in a suspension of water.
Most people think of water as being very special because of
its ease of existence in three different states; liquid, ice,
and vapor. But the water in our body is not in any of these
states. The water that makes up our cells is in the gel state.

Science is now recognizing a fourth state of water. Known as
the gel state, EZ water for Exclusion Zone, or Structured
water. This fourth state is an electro-polar state wherein
some of the water becomes a negatively charged gel and the
rest, known as bulk water, maintains a positive charge and
remains more like a liquid. This electro-propulsion creates
movement and kinetic energy. This is how the blood is moved
throughout our body. The latest evidence shows that the blood
is pumping the heart, not the other way around. And it’s the
gel state water that propels the blood.

To  thrive,  this  natural  propulsion  system  requires  a
connection to the Earth, sunlight, positive human connection,
and peace of mind. Our body is made up of over fifty trillion
cells and each one’s health is dependent upon our own. Our
happiness, or lack thereof, not only affects our health, it
affects the health of everyone who enters our environment. So
if you’d like to make the world a better place, then learn how
to be happy.
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Transcript:

Former  Italian  Health  Minister  Roberto  Speranza  is  under
investigation for homicide after emails reveal that, from the
very start of the vaccinations, he knew the shots were killing
people and gave orders to local health authorities to conceal
deaths and serious side effects in order to reassure Italian
citizens of their safety and to not jeopardize the vaccination
campaign.

The story has been reported on both German and Italian news
networks.

I will now provide an English translation.

The Rome Public Prosecutor’s Office is investigating Roberto
Speranza, the Italian government’s health minister, during the
time of COVID measures. He was responsible for the vaccination
campaign.

The investigations are the result of complaints related to the
so-called AIFA emails from the Italian Medicines Agency. The
former  director  of  AIFA,  Nicola  Magrini,  is  also  under
investigation.

The publication of these internal emails revealed that they
had been aware of the dangers of the COVID vaccination from
the start.

The accusation is that the responsible minister and the head
of the drug authority knowingly and deliberately exposed the
unsuspecting  Italian  population  to  this  risk.  Yes,  they
encouraged Italians to get vaccinated.

Vaccination was even made mandatory for certain professional
groups. Consequently, many side effects, including fatal ones,
came to light.

The investigations are for murder, serious bodily harm, and
more, because Speranza and Magrini evidently gave instructions



to the local health authorities to conceal the deaths and
serious  side  effects  that  occurred  immediately  after  the
vaccinations began, in order not to jeopardize the vaccination
campaign and to reassure the citizens about their safety.

The responsible minister and the head of AIFA are now expected
to answer for these actions.

According to the complaints from the police unions and the
financial police, as well as from the private organization
Listen  to  Me,  which  represents  4,200  people  damaged  by
vaccines.

In  Italy,  police  officers  and  teachers  were  subjected  to
mandatory COVID vaccination.

Here is the former health minister, Roberto Speranza, proudly
announcing vaccination statistics in Italy.

“We have now reached a massively significant percentage of
vaccinated people in Italy, 89.41%. Therefore, currently in
Italy, just over 10% of the population remains unvaccinated.”

Well, today Roberto Speranza is under investigation for lies
he allegedly told about vaccines.

Among the crimes he is accused of are ideological falsehood
and murder.

“Look,  this  is  the  document  we  are  showing  you  tonight
exclusively. It states the former minister Roberto Speranza,
along with Nicola Magrini, the former general manager of AIFA,
are both registered in the investigative records of the Rome
Prosecutor’s Office.”

Last week, the House of Representatives of the Philippines
passed a resolution to investigate over 260,000 unexplained
excess deaths in 2021 and 67,000 unexplained excess deaths in
2022.



The next day, they were hit by a 7.6 magnitude earthquake.
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Putin  Told  Moon  Landing
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Putin Told Moon Landing Photos Are Fake

A brief look at why millions of people question the Apollo
moon landings

by Greg Reese
December 9, 2023

 

See Greg Reese substack for transcript.
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Malaysia Airlines Flight 370
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Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 Captured by Unknown Forces
by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
November 22, 2023

 

Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 disappeared on March 8th 2014. On
May 19, about nine weeks later, a leaked video was published
to YouTube by a third party who claimed to have received it on

March 12th. The video shows what appears to be a jet airliner
on fire being trailed by three spiraling orbs. Eventually, the
three orbs change to a vertical pattern and disappear in a
flash with the airliner, leaving a dead-end trail of smoke in

the  sky.  A  month  later  on  June  12th,  a  second  video  was
published to the same channel that showed the exact same event
taken  from  a  different  viewpoint.  These  videos  have  been
deleted from YouTube but can still be found on archive-dot-
org.

Ashton Forbes and his team have been researching these videos
extensively, and have provided exhaustive evidence that these
videos are legitimate. Including digital forensics verified by
CGI professionals, eyewitnesses, and government data, Forbes
and his team have successfully addressed all de-bunker claims
and have listed them for all to see on X-dot-com @JustXAshton.
So far, nobody has been able to de-bunk this research.

Their research shows that the first leaked video was taken
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from a pair of American signals intelligence satellites known
as  USA-229.  Twin  satellites  capable  of  creating  3D
stereoscopic images by capturing two slightly different views.
The twin USA-229 satellites are logged at the exact location,
time, and apparent angle required to of captured this video.
This event occurred at around two-thirty in the morning, it
was completely dark, the wavelengths captured by these cameras
are for detail, and the stereoscopic effect allows for added
depth perception.

The source of the second video has been identified as an MQ-1C
Gray Eagle unmanned combat drone with Infrared and thermal
technology. This video focuses on the heat signature.

And the man responsible for leaking these videos seems to be
Lt. Cmdr. Edward Lin. He was accused of being a spy, but court
transcripts prove that this was just spin. The details of his
crimes, including the time they happened, are redacted, but it
came  out  in  the  trial  that  the  classified  information  in
question was published on the internet. And Lt. Cmdr. Edward
Lin had full security clearance to the same technology used to
capture these videos.

Using Inmarsat satellite ping data and military radar to track
its path, and eyewitness testimony to verify it, Forbes put
together the final flight path of Malaysian Airlines Flight
370:

On March 7th at 16:42 UTC Flight 370 takes off from Kuala
Lumpur  International  Airport.  At  17:21  the  plane  abruptly
turns back towards the nearest airport in Penang. A witness on
an  oil  rig  reported  that  the  plane  was  on  fire.  Several
witnesses along the East Coast reported hearing a loud bang
and seeing a glow coming from the plane as it passed overhead.
At 17:52 the co-pilot’s mobile phone pings the local tower. At
18:40 an eyewitness on a boat reported that the plane was
glowing orange and appeared on fire. The Inmarsat ping data
shows the same sharp left turn that we see in the videos, and



then abruptly goes to zero as the plane disappears.

The CCP released Chinese satellite images that appear to be
three orbs. They first claimed it was debris, and later said
that releasing the image was a mistake. According to Chinese
media, nineteen families have signed a statement claiming they
made calls that connected to missing passengers after the
disappearance but without an answer.

Some people are saying this was alien UFOs saving a plane from
crashing.  But  this  doesn’t  explain  the  fact  that  three
different advanced US military surveillance cameras captured
this one event. Twenty-three of the passengers on board were
related  to  Freescale  Semi-Conductors,  a  field  leading  the
development of super-conductor technology, which is what this
appears to be. Some type of superconductor targeting system
for teleportation. Which is reminiscent of what the NAZIs were
doing with their highly classified Die Glocke project.

Luminous objects like this were first reported in May of 1940
as  Germany  invaded  Belgium.  And  by  1942  several  people
reported  seeing  them  in  the  skies  over  Germany.  American
pilots during World War Two called them, Foo Fighters.

And let’s not forget Gary Mckinnon, who in 2002 was accused of
perpetrating the “biggest military computer hack of all time”,
and who claimed to have seen evidence of an advanced off-world
military fleet.
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The Incentivized Mass Murder
of Children
The Incentivized Mass Murder of Children

Forty  thousand  dollars  per  every  hundred  babies
injected with deadly poisons

by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
October 25, 2023

 

For many years doctors have received bonuses for adherence to
the latest drug therapy protocol. Drugs that are known to be
dangerous such as statins and anti-depressants. And now we
know that insurance companies are paying doctors to fully
vaccinate your children.

This incentive program for vaccinating babies can be found in
the Blue Cross Blue Shield doctor incentives booklet. And
specifies  that  every  patient  under  the  age  of  two  that
receives the currently prescribed twenty-four inoculations is
worth a four-hundred dollar payout to that doctor.

For further motivation, they get paid by the hundred and they
have to vaccinate a certain percentage of their total patients
or they don’t get anything. Blue Cross Blue Shield rules say
that a doctor needs to vaccinate sixty-three percent of their
patients in order to qualify.

The average American pediatrician has about fifteen hundred
patients and would have to have nine hundred and forty-five of
them fully vaccinated in order to get paid. At forty-thousand
for every hundred this works out to three-hundred and sixty
thousand dollars.
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This is why most pediatricians won’t provide care for families
who don’t completely submit to the latest childhood vaccine
schedule  protocol.  We  are  talking  over  a  quarter  million
dollars which is more than the average pediatrician’s yearly
salary.

Research shows that an unvaccinated child’s risk of death
increases by over five thousand percent when they receive the
current vaccine schedule.

And Doctors are now beginning to use virtual reality to help
them administer these poisons to children who instinctively
know better.
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Zionism and the Creation of Israel

They want you to pick a side and kill each other but
we can always choose peace and learn to love our
neighbors. 

by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
October 17, 2023

 

The word “Israel” was first presented in the Bible as a name
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given to Jacob after he fought an angel. Its meaning was a man
who has struggled with God. And is commonly translated as “God
Prevails” or “Man seeing God”. Many have argued that the word
Israel in the Bible does not refer to a place, but rather a
believer or a group of believers in God.

Others  believe  the  land  known  as  Palestine  was  where  the
Biblical state of Israel once stood. And in the 17th century,
Sabbatai Zevi was the first Jew to try and re-settle there.

Sabbatai Zevi claimed to be the Messiah and amassed a large
Jewish following that engaged in ritual sex orgies and the
defilement of God’s law. In the spring of 1666, they were
planning to be the first Jewish settlement in Palestine. But
things changed when Sabbatai was arrested and thrown in jail.
His radical movement continued with the Frankism movement, and
Zionism became more political.

Although they claimed to be secular, the Zionists flooded the
temples with prayers for a return to Zion and a restoration of
the Jewish state. But the rabbis rejected them. In 1885 the
rabbis wrote that “we consider ourselves no longer a nation,
but a religious community; and we therefore expect neither a
return to Palestine, nor a sacrificial worship under the sons
of Aaron, nor the restoration of any of the laws”

While the rabbis offered no support, the Zionists garnered the
support of the British Crown as early as 1841. And they were
funded by the Rothschild banking dynasty, otherwise known as
the Bank of England, so the Crown was likely involved from the
start.

In 1897, the political intent to re-create the state of Israel
was  made  official  to  the  public.  And  in  1917,  under  the
British  government’s  Balfour  Declaration,  British  troops
seized control of Palestine on behalf of the Zionists.

In 1922, the League of Nations adopted the declaration. And in
1947, the United Nations granted parts of Palestine to the



Zionists.

Between 1947 and 1949, Palestinians were made refugees and
kicked  out  of  the  homes  of  their  ancestors.  Hundreds  of
villages were destroyed, and thousands of Palestinians were
murdered in a series of massacres known as the Nakba. The
Zionists killed Palestinian Muslims, Christians, and Jews

The Zionists claimed to be non-religious but they were mostly
Ashkenazi  Jews.  The  Ashkenazi  can  be  traced  back  to  the
Khazars; the progenitors of Rabbinic Judaism.

The  Khazar  Khaganate  was  a  major  empire  in  what  is  now
Ukraine, Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, and parts of Russia,
Turkey, and Iran. It was ruled by the Khazars but made up of
several diverse nomadic tribes.

In  the  year  740  the  Khazars  mass  converted  to  Judaism.
Synagogues and schools were built and Rabbinic Judaism was
born.  The  original  Jerusalem  Talmud  was  replaced  by  the
recently  codified  Babylonian  Talmud.  Which  was  based  on
Babylonian philosophy and became the mainstream thanks to the
Khazars and the Zionists.

Some Christians believe that this is the synagogue of Satan
written about in the Bible. “Which say they are Jews, and are
not.”  And  many  other  Christians  have  become  Zionists
themselves.

The  Zionists  have  tremendous  support  from  American
Megachurches and Christian Evangelicals many of whom believe
that as the world becomes a fiery hell, they will be saved and
brought to an eternal paradise. But in order for this to
happen, the Temple of Solomon must be rebuilt, and two-thirds
of the Jewish people must perish.

According to the Bible, King Solomon’s temple was constructed
in 957 BC, and destroyed in 586BC. Rebuilt again in 516BC, and
destroyed again in the year 70AD.



Many Christians and Jews believe that this temple must be
rebuilt in order for their messiah to come. But there is
something in its way. Originally built near the end of the

7th century, the Al-Aqsa mosque is considered one of the three
holiest sites in Islam. Islam teaches that this is where the
prophet Muhammad ascended to heaven. The Temple Mount has been
occupied by Israel ever since the Six-Day War of 1967. And now
it looks like they are ready to complete their mission.

This is the Holy War that sane people have feared, and zealots
have prayed for. They want you to pick a side and kill each
other. But we can always choose peace. And learn to love our
neighbors.
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Maui will either be a major milestone for the ruling
class, or a line in the sand for we the people.

by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
August 18, 2023
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The blame for the destruction of West Maui is falling upon
Hawaiian Electric who knew as early as four years ago that
there was a risk of fire due to their own negligence of
maintaining power lines. But did nothing.

Hawaiian Electric, who is owned by Vanguard and BlackRock, has
been shifting their focus to clean energy. But in order to
Build Back Better, they must first destroy the old system. And
so the power was left on to feed the fires.

The outdoor siren warning system on Maui is one of the most
advanced and maintained warning systems on Earth. Residents
are accustomed to monthly tests and on the day of the fire, no
sirens went off.

The director in charge of this warning system was at a FEMA
disaster seminar in Oahu as the fires were devastating the
people of Maui.

When asked if he regretted not sounding the alarm, he said no.
Because he was worried that the people would run into the
fire.

But instead, they burned to death. Including an untold number
of children who were home alone that morning because of a
school cancellation.

The water wasn’t on. Fire hydrants were dry. And the Deputy
Director of Water Resource Management, who was named an Obama
Foundation Leader, refused to release water for the west Maui
fires until it was too late. He says that in order to share
water, Hawaiians need to discuss equity.

Without any warnings and without any water, the people tried
to flee. But they were stopped by the police who had orders to
keep people from escaping.

The Maui chief of police, John Pelletier, was the incident
officer  at  one  of  the  biggest  cover-up  operations  in  US



history; the 2017 Las Vegas shootings.

Residents  are  not  allowed  to  leave  unless  they  get  a
permission  slip  from  the  federal  government.  But  the
government  recently  decided  to  shut  that  option  down.

While the fires burned, a book was published about the entire
event. The book blamed climate change and was written by a Dr
Miles Stones. The definition of milestone is; an action or
event marking a significant change or stage in development.

Hawaii is being usurped by the same billionaires pushing for
the  World  Economic  Forum’s  Great  Reset.  They  have  been
planning on turning Maui into a test bed for their Artificial
Intelligence Smart Grid. But the people were in their way, so
they burned them out.

Maui will either be a major milestone for the ruling class, or
a line in the sand for we the people.

The federal government offers a one-time payment of seven
hundred dollars to each family that has lost their home. And
the Governor of Hawaii tells reporters that the state plans on
acquiring the land.

And if it wasn’t for the local community, the survivors would
be left alone to die in the ashes of their neighbors.
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Maui Wildfires and the Theft
of Sacred Hawaiian Land
Maui Wildfires and the Theft of Sacred Hawaiian Land
by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
August 14, 2023

 

Survivors of the Maui fire say that they received no warning
and  that  the  flames  appeared  so  quickly  that  escape  was
difficult. Everything was suddenly in flames and many found
refuge in the ocean for hours while their homes burned to the
ground and into the same powdery ash footprint we’ve seen in
recent years. So far, it is estimated that nearly a thousand
people have died. Locals are worried this includes hundreds of
children who were home due to school being canceled that day.

Several people are reporting that the government is not only
doing little to help but they are blocking local efforts to do
so and not allowing local donations through. And blocking
life-saving medicine because it isn’t federally approved.

The people of Maui are on their own for now. And aside from
the federal government’s bureaucratic failure, they have good
reason to be suspicious. Just like what we saw five years ago
in Paradise California, there was nothing normal about these
fires. Within a day of burning, it was like a bomb went off.

Local residents have been reporting bright flashes of light.
One was captured by a home security camera that appears to
have been the start of the Olinda fire.

Many people are saying that it was Directed Energy Weapons. We
know that most major governments already have them. And during
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the California fires, online weather maps recorded what looks
like a laser from above striking an area just before it bursts
into flames.

In his research, Denis Mills discovered that the incendiary
aluminum and barium nanodust from chemtrails is most likely
fueling the ferocity of today’s so-called super wildfires. And
on  the  day  before  the  Maui  fires  broke  out,  locals
were reporting a heavy overcast from chem-trailing that they’d
never seen before.

It’s also interesting to note that the Maui police chief was
the incident commander for the Las Vegas mass shooting in
2017.

Lahaina is considered to be a historic and sacred land. It was
the capital of the Kingdom of Hawaii before it was taken by
the United States. It’s been occupied by native Hawaiians ever
since who are defiantly opposed to the mainland outsiders who
have been buying up land with no respect for local culture.
Not just BlackRock and Vanguard, but Billionaires like Mark
Zuckerberg  who  owns  more  land  on  Kauai  than  what  the
government of Kauai owns. And Oprah Winfrey who has bought
over a thousand acres of land in Hawaii. Including a new 870
acres in Maui she bought this Spring.

In 2018 the Paradise wildfires broke out exactly where the
United  Nations  have  plans  to  somehow  make  off-limits  to
humans. And that same year a report on wildfire prevention was
published that was focused on the exact same areas in Maui
where the fires just broke out.

Governor  Josh  Green  has  been  putting  the  World  Economic
Forum’s Great Reset agenda ahead of Hawaiian interests. Just
weeks before the fire he unveiled an emergency proclamation on
housing that eliminates the Land Use Commission. Allowing the
government more leeway to build as they see fit. Such as
building  15-minute  Smart  Cities  run  by  Artificial

https://t.co/U9OHP49YGo


Intelligence. Just like they’ve been planning for years.
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Nanotechnology Found in Both Vaxxed And Un-Vaxxed
by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
August 5, 2023

 

Doctor Charles Morgan, former CIA and consultant for the US
military on neurological sciences, spoke to cadets at West
Point  in  2018  about  the  current  state  of  technology.  He
briefed the cadets on experiments from 2013 where humans were
given neural implants that allowed them to control prosthetic
arms with their thoughts. Experiments where one person can
control another person’s hands by just wearing an EEG cap.
Experiments where information is transmitted from one mind to
another. And experiments where memories are erased.

Doctor Morgan admits they have the technology to target an
individual person and are working on the ability to erase the
memories of any human they choose. Their biggest challenge
five  years  ago  was  being  able  to  interface  with  the
hippocampus without the use of physical wires. And this is
most likely one of the motivating factors for the deployment
of the experimental COVID shots.
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Using Dark-field microscopy, Doctor Ana Maria Mihalcea has
captured  in  great  detail  what  the  scientific  literature
describes  as  effective  technologies  that  exist  today.
Technology  such  as  Quantum  Dots.

Quantum Dots are nanotechnology with the ability to organize,
operate, communicate, and build structures within the blood.
They  do  so  with  a  tunable  photoluminescence  that  can  be
programmed to dictate various tasks via optical communication.
The  description  and  images  displayed  in  the  scientific
literature compared to what Mihalcea’s Dark-field microscopy
has  captured  are  the  same.  You  can  see  the  Quantum  Dots
blinking  in  different  colors  acting  as  the  artificial
intelligence  directing  the  self-assembly  around
them.  Bubbles  are  created  within  the  blood  that  act  as
construction  sites.  Within  these  construction  bubbles,  the
Quantum  Dots  organize  the  various  materials  into  self-
assembly.

These technologies are being found in both the blood of the
vaccinated and in the blood of the un-vaccinated. Depending on
what materials are available, the Quantum Dots will trigger
them into self-assembly. The COVID vaccines are full of rare
and heavy metals to make all manner of nanotechnology. But it
seems as if almost everyone is infected with some sort of
nano-tech.  According  to  several  research  teams,  everyone’s
blood seems to contain the materials required to produce the
filaments, and the lattice work for this technology. Blood
samples  that  appear  to  be  healthy  have  been  completely
transformed  by  applying  a  mere  10  milliamps  of  electric
current for two hours. And it looks as if we may have been
infected by the Chemtrails.

Morgellons  disease  was  first  reported  in  2002.  It’s  when
synthetic fibers or filaments are growing in a person’s body.
It has been theorized for decades that this was being spread
via Chemtrails. And under a microscope, it appears to be the
same filaments that people today are calling blood clots. And
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what the scientific journals call self-assembled hydrogels.
According to Dane Wiggington from Geoengineering watch dot
org, nanoparticles are being sprayed worldwide.

The good news is that Doctor Mihalcea’s research has found
a remedy. The iron in the infected blood has been oxidized to
a 3-plus state. And by taking antioxidants one is able to
dissolve  these  filament  clots.  She  has  found  that  EDTA
Chelation therapy will remedy infected blood within 3 days.
And mega-dosing Vitamin C also works.
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The  illusion  of  choice  will  make  your  financial
enslavement less painful

 

by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
July 26, 2023

 

Elon Musk announced over a year ago that he planned to convert
Twitter into an everything app like China’s WeChat. An app to
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do everything including online banking and finance.

Last April Musk announced that Twitter Inc. has been renamed
to X Corp., he created a new Artificial Intelligence company
known as X.AI and he partnered with eToro for stock and crypto
exchange.

The  media  would  have  you  believe  that  Elon  Musk  is  an
independent billionaire genius whose dream is to revolutionize
banking. But this story is demonstrably false. The facts tell
us that Elon Musk is a frontman for the same old same old. But
because he says there are only two genders he has gained the
trust of a radicalized people in a time of war, without ever
having to explain his lies.

Musk  says  he  grew  up  poor  but  his  family  was  rich  with
emeralds and had a history of abuse and witchcraft. Telltale
signs of multi-generational mind control.

Musk received tens of thousands of dollars from his parents to
launch his first business venture. A digital phone book known
as Zip2. Outside coders were hired to write the entire thing
because Elon couldn’t code. Zip2 sold for millions and went
nowhere. But Elon made 22 million dollars and with the help of
the mainstream media, launched his new persona as a quirky
pop-star genius. He then acquired x dot com and announced he
would create an online bank known as X. He partnered with
banking experts who all left the company after accusing Elon
of lying to the media about the product. Which is all he did.

Elon  Musk  is  believed  to  have  co-founded  PayPal.  This  is
false. In 2000 Musk sold his failing x dot com business to
Confinity, a company founded in 1998 by Peter Thiel and Max
Levchin. All Musk reportedly did there was insist on changing
the company’s name to X. He was forced out but somehow managed
to get them to agree in writing to remove all references to
‘founders’ from the company website.

Musk made nearly two hundred million off the sale of PayPal, a



company that he contributed nothing to, and then used that
money  along  with  the  illusion  of  being  a  successful
businessman  co-founder  to  buy  his  way  into  Tesla.

Tesla Motors was founded in 2003 by Marc Tarpenning and Martin
Eberhard,  who  developed  the  Tesla  Roadster.  When  Tesla
accepted millions from Elon, it came with the condition that
he be named chairman of the company. Even though he only
contributed money, Musk was unable to hide his anger that the
media wasn’t giving him credit for Tesla Motors. And after
forcing Eberhard out of the company he re-wrote their history
to have himself listed as an original co-founder.

This obvious fake persona of a billionaire quirky genius has
worked so well that few even question SpaceX. The official
story is that Elon, who has absolutely no experience with
rocket  science,  came  up  with  the  idea  for  SpaceX  while
traveling to Russia with the CIA’s Michael Griffin of In-Q-
Tel.  Shortly  after  this  conversation,  Griffin  was  made
administrator of NASA where he launched the COTS program that
privatized NASA’s rocket program. And awarded two-hundred and
seventy-eight million dollars to SpaceX who had never made or
flown any rockets. Musk then partnered with rocket engineer
Tom Mueller, who went on to produce rocket technology that has
clearly been developed for years in the private sectors of the
military-industrial complex.

Elon’s  companies  have  received  billions  in  government
subsidies over the last two decades. Money that was later
spent on the purchase of Twitter. Where he immediately began
the process of turning it into an everything app with its own
banking system. Or rather, the ruling class cabal that pulls
his strings is turning Twitter into an everything app with its
own banking system. And that should be alarming. But he says
there are only two genders, and families are good, and people
love a hero.

They don’t need to chip you to control you. We already have



iris scanners and palm scanners. A cashless society will do
the job. And for many, Elon’s X will be preferable to Amazon’s
palm scanners. The illusion of choice will make your financial
enslavement less painful.
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We must not allow our emotions to blind us from
logic and reason

 

by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
July 14, 2023

 

Many  good-hearted  people  have  strong  emotions  about  the
environment. And their emotions are so strong that they have
been  manipulated  by  a  corrupt  government  to  castrate
themselves and castrate their own children to save the Earth
from climate change. This should teach us something about our
emotions. They can blind us from logic and reason. And we all
have them.
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This report is not a critique of the film, the Sound of
Freedom. I saw this film and I appreciate that it is bringing
awareness to a subject that I personally have very strong
emotions about. This report is about a clear red flag that
people should be aware of so that we don’t allow our emotions
to blind us from logic and reason.

According  to  MK-Ultra  whistle-blowers  the  CIA  acquired
children for Project Monarch by cataloging child pornography
sent through the US mail. And the only thing that’s changed
since then, is that the world has gone digital.

The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, or the
NCMEC, went international in 1999. The ICMEC was launched by
Hillary Clinton and Tony Blair, with Richard Branson acting as
a founding sponsor. It is now partnered with law enforcement
in over a hundred and fifty territories including Interpol and
Europol.

In  2009  the  Clinton  Global  Initiative  partnered  with  the
Polaris Project and by 2014 they created a “Global Modern Day
Slavery” database of organizations in 199 countries to monitor
human trafficking.

Also in 2009, Amber Ready, Inc., selected the Podesta Group,
the infamous pedophile art collectors of the Wikileaks Podesta
email  scandal,  to  be  their  PR  company  where  they  were
responsible for promoting Amber Ready’s cell phone technology
which created a database of children so that if they were ever
abducted, their information was already on file.

Once  this  child  database  syndicate  was  launched,  human
trafficking increased. Within nine years the human trafficking
industry went from around thirty billion dollars a year to a
hundred and fifty billion dollars a year. Nearly all child
pornography is processed and stored within this framework on
foreign servers in Sweden. In 2014 President Obama assigned
the task of how to manage this gathered intelligence data to



John Podesta.

The Clintons, the Podestas, and their friends are demonstrably
involved in the criminal side of child sex trafficking. If
this is news to you I recommend my report from 2019; Are the
Clintons Involved in Human Trafficking? Which is based on the
well-researched article by Corey Digs. And it is this group
who manages and runs Polaris, the ICMEC, and the NCMEC. And
these are the same groups that Angel Studios, producers of the
Sound of Freedom, are directing people to as a way to combat
child trafficking.

The billionaire who has been funding Tim Ballard’s operation
is Carlos Slim. Who has also funded Hillary Clinton and the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

And if you believe that the Democrats are the problem, then I
recommend you look into the Franklin Cover-up and the Bohemian
Grove. Pedophilia is how the hidden hand controls their puppet
politicians.

Awareness of this horrific problem is good. And perhaps Angel
Studios is unaware of who they are promoting. But if we think
that the same NGOs whose efforts increased the child sex trade
by 500% will somehow end child sex slavery, then maybe we are
too emotional to think clearly. And that’s a problem. Because
this same cabal is pushing a totalitarian surveillance state,
they  are  already  pushing  the  idea  of  micro-chipping  your
children, to keep them safe. And without logic and reason, the
people will demand it. And our children will be more enslaved
than ever.

~~~

***Note by Greg Reese below original article:

Angel Studios already changed the link I screen shot in my
video:

https://madmaxworld.tv/watch?id=5cd9fe5ad8d1ba0012e4a56a
https://madmaxworld.tv/watch?id=5cd9fe5ad8d1ba0012e4a56a
https://www.coreysdigs.com/child-trafficking/are-bill-hillary-clinton-involved-with-child-trafficking/


https://www.angel.com/blog/sound-of-freedom/posts/sound-of-
freedom-join-the-fight-against-child-trafficking

Within an hour of my release. Still references Polaris…but
much more subtle
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 Video Source

 

In a recent Time Magazine article, Ray Dalio of Bridgewater
Associates hedge funds warned that the world is on the brink
of  disaster.  He  came  to  this  conclusion  based  on  current
events that haven’t happened since the nineteen thirties. The
largest amounts of debt and inflation. The biggest gaps in
wealth and values resulting in the rise of populism on both
the left and the right against the elites. And the greatest
international conflict between world powers, most importantly
between the U.S. and China.
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Peter Onge writes that the easy way out of this mess would be
for the elite to proactively shrink in scope. Get government
out of the economy, out of social engineering, and out of
propagandizing kids. But of course, this won’t happen.

Common sense and simple observation will tell you that the so-
called elites will continue on their path towards economic
destruction  and  world  war.  Which  is  likely  what  the
international bankers had planned all along. Let us not forget
that the fast-growing BRICS monetary system was born in 2001
out of Goldman Sachs.

In 1971, President Nixon officially ended the Gold Standard
and replaced it with the petrodollar in which OPEC agreed to
price their oil in US dollars in exchange for US military
protection. This blood money deal preserved US control over
the  world  economy.  But  when  the  US  weaponized  the  SWIFT
payment system against Russia, BRICS became the only viable
solution for the rest of the world.

Reuters in New Delhi reported that last May, the State Bank of
India rejected Indian Oil Corp’s planned payment in US dollars
for Russian oil. And so they went to a private bank and
settled their trade for Russian oil by paying in yuan to the
Bank of China. And have continued to do so since

A shortage of US dollars in Argentina has caused commercial
banks to allow the Chinese yuan as a form of currency in
savings  and  checking  accounts.  Argentina  has  already  been
issuing securities in the Chinese yuan and has made a two-
point-seven  billion  dollar  payment  to  the  International
Monetary Fund using the Chinese BRICS currency.

The Federal Reserve Bank’s FedNow is scheduled for launch by
the end of July. FedNow is officially an update to the Federal
Reserve’s  payment  processing  and  settlement  system.  And
appears to be a backdoor to creating a Central Bank Digital
Currency.  Private  blockchain  operator  Tassat  has  partnered

https://open.substack.com/pub/stonge/p/dalio-warns-of-great-disorder?r=jjvh4&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web


with the Federal Reserve’s new payment system and will serve
as an interface for FedNow.

FedNow will also connect with Metal Blockchain, whose CEO and
founder claims will allow banks to prepare for an eventual
central  bank  digital  currency,  along  with  bank-issued
stablecoins.

The idea of a Central Band Digital Currency is already hugely
unpopular with the majority of Americans. But according to
Dale  Houser,  it  is  being  set  up  to  destroy  alternative
blockchain solutions such as Ripple and Stellar. And if the
powers that be are successful in destroying the US economy,
then the only other option to accepting a CBDC would be some
sort of revolution. Which would be nearly impossible seeing as
how divided the populist movement is within the left/right
paradigm.

Last week in China, the World Economic Forum proclaimed that
the entire world needs to switch to a Central Bank Digital
Currency with expiry dates and restrictions on undesirable
purchases.  They  proposed  using  artificial  intelligence  to
censor hate speech and disinformation on the internet. And
using  artificial  intelligence  to  control  a  global  social
credit system that will involve wearable devices with sensors
to monitor everyone’s actions.

If we the people fail to unite against the powers that be,
then  their  solution  will  most  certainly  be  world  war,
depopulation, and total control. And this is all happening
right now.
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If a nation expects to be ignorant and free… it
expects what never was and never will be – Thomas
Jefferson 

by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
June 28, 2023

 

After seven years of violent revolution, our American founders
were well aware that political factions were most often used
to divide and conquer the people. And they knew that the
Republic they created would only last as long as the people
could remain educated.

In 1816 Thomas Jefferson wrote; “If a nation expects to be
ignorant and free, in a state of civilization, it expects what
never was and never will be.”

By the end of the Civil War, the two-party system became the
norm, the Globalist system we face today was born, and the
deliberate dumbing down of the American citizen began with our
great-great-grandparents.

In the late eighteen hundreds, the Skinner Pavlovian method
was brought into American schools by Johns Hopkins. These
psychological methods allowed teachers the ability to program
students’ behavior in the same way that Pavlov did with dogs.
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In  1934,  the  Carnegie  International  Endowment  for  Peace
published the Report On The Commission On Social Studies.
Which explicitly stated the goal of eventually taking away
people’s land, and noted that most people would obviously
oppose this. The solution was to begin using the school system
to re-condition the minds of children.

In  1976,  the  bicentennial  year  of  the  Declaration  of
Independence,  124  Congressmen  signed  the  “Declaration  of
Interdependence.” which stated that: “Two centuries ago our
forefathers brought forth a new nation; now we must join with
others to bring forth a New World Order.”

And  it  pledged  to  give  children  special  attention  in
distributing  a  common  education  to  suit  their  goals.

By the nineteen nineties, this globalist dumbing down system
was perfected. And America began exporting it worldwide in
what is known as Outcome-based education.

Starting in 2010, Common Core began in the United States. It
outlined what students were expected to know at each grade
level, and enforced ways to assess those standards.

Charlotte Iserbyt, author of The Deliberate Dumbing Down of
America, has traced most of this agenda stemming from The
Order of Skull and Bones at Yale, through both Republicans and
Democrats.  Two  wings  of  the  same  globalist  bird  which
understood that dumbed-down people have a base desire for a
simple Dualistic choice.

In 1953, the Rockefeller Foundation funded the Robbers Cave
Experiment,  wherein,  eleven-year-old  boys  who  thought  they
were  signing  up  for  summer  camp  were  organized  into  two
separate tribes and were manipulated into fighting each other.
Which was easily accomplished by having a single resource that
the two groups competed for.

The Henri Tajfel experiments of the nineteen seventies showed



that by simply dividing people into two groups, they would
naturally  identify  with  their  own  group  and  discriminate
against the other.

The basic ego mind is constantly making preferences. No matter
how dumb you are, you have an opinion about everything. And if
you can keep the population dumb enough, and give them two
parties to choose from, they will innately identify with one,
and despise the other.

This  allows  the  globalist  system  the  cover  they  need  to
implement unpopular policies, such as a Central Bank Digital
Currency, while ‘We the People’ ignorantly fight each other.

United we stand. Divided we fall. And we’ve been falling for
it for generations.

The American people have been so thoroughly dumbed down that
we think freedom is the ability to choose between two parties
working for the same control system. And we have been made so
weak  that  we  are  afraid  to  even  discuss  the  option  of
violence. Which is most often the only remedy for tyranny.

But if we were an enlightened people, we could simply unite
together as one and just say no to the tyrants.

The answer to 1984, is 1776
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Global Elites Goading Americans Into Violence Against
Transsexuals

The official story of the Nashville shooting does
not add up 

by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
March 31, 2023
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Transcript prepared by Truth Comes to Light editor:

 

According to the media, female Audrey Hale, who identified as
a male, murdered six at a Christian School in Nashville, TN,
including three children.

An anti-gun lobbyist who witnessed the Highland Park parade
shooting was at the crime scene with her friend, who lost a
daughter at the Waffle House shooting.
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They spent the day telling all the cameras how they were,
coincidentally, there on vacation and that America needs more
gun laws.

[Anti-Gun Lobbyist is seen here in various clips from local
media & CNN.]

The US military routinely orchestrates simulated crises all
over the country and hires civilians to be crisis actors.

And we’ve seen the use of crisis actors in several major
events, such as 9/11 and the Boston Marathon bombing.

The anti-gun lobby has been accused of using crisis actors
for years, but this is a whole new level. And when we look at
the details of the Nashville shooting, the presence of the
gun lobbyist does not appear to be a coincidence.

The Nashville shooting has signs of a typical false flag.

The woman being touted by the media as the shooter’s good
friend who received the Instagram confession is actually just
a childhood acquaintance who says she was contacted because
she’s a local media personality.

The alleged shooter was under doctor’s care for an emotional
disorder. And the shooter is seen wearing two different pairs
of shoes within the hour.

Pumas going in and Vans going out. But there is more to this
false flag than the typical gun grab.

This Saturday, a group called Trans Radical Activist Network
is organizing a protest in Washington, DC, called Day of
Vengeance. This is reportedly a new movement called Militant
Trans, an armed branch of the LGBTQ cult that is threatening
to kill those who oppose sex change ops for children.

Just hours after the Nashville shooting, the governor of
Arizona’s  press  secretary  tweeted  a  picture  of  a  woman



wielding  two  handguns  with  the  caption  “Us  when  we  see
transphobes”. This is followed by what appears to be online
support. Madonna raises money in Nashville, not for the three
murdered children, but for the trans community.

A trans named Adam Denker, who now goes by Kayla, recently
made  headlines  for  posting  a  short  video  with  a  rifle,
threatening to fight back against transphobes.

Journalist Andy Ngo is reporting that Denker is a member of
Antifa and is former military, which shouldn’t be a surprise.
The  military  has  changed  their  code  to  allow  for
transsexuals.  Military  psychologists  have  been  pushing
confused personnel into getting radical sexual reassignment
surgeries, that the military is now paying for.

So far in 2023 alone, the US government has spent $10 million
to research LGBTQ Americans. And that’s nothing. In the year
2017 well over 100 organizations gave $185 million to support
the LGBTQ community.

And the top spender has been Big Pharma.

The mentally ill are being weaponized by the New World Order
and we the people are being goaded into seeing them as the
enemy.
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Coincidences, and No Natural ‘Emergencies’ or Threats: All Is
Planned

Red Flagged Nation: Gun Confiscation Laws Put a Target on the
Back of Every American

Derrick  Broze  With  Peter  Dale  Scott:  From  9/11/2001  to
1/6/2021 — 20 Years of False Flag Terror
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CBDCs, Silicon Valley Bank Collapse and the Jeffrey Epstein
Connection: “Central Bank Digital Currency Is Coming at Us
Quickly and It Equals Financial Enslavement.”
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Weeks  before  the  Silicon  Valley  Bank  collapse,  several
executives sold off large shares of stock, while mainstream
media tells its audience to invest in them.

On  March  9th,  the  day  before  the  collapse,  Israel’s  two
largest banks pulled up to $1 billion out of SVB while Peter
Thiel’s  Founders  Fund  withdrew  millions  and  advised  their
clients to do the same.

The next day, there was a run on the bank and Silicon Valley
Bank collapsed.

Is this evidence of a controlled demolition or a hasty one?

The day before the collapse, a US judge ordered JP Morgan
Chase to turn over documents in a lawsuit accusing them of
aiding in Jeffrey Epstein’s sex trafficking operation.

The  team  behind  this  lawsuit  was  the  same  team  who
successfully exposed the involvement of Deutsche Bank.  And
they subpoenaed several other banks they believe were involved
in sex trafficking, including Silicon Valley Bank and Bank
Leumi, the Israeli bank that drained a billion dollars out of
SVB the day before it collapsed.

Whatever the reason, the US government’s response threatens to
collapse the world economy.
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The FDIC insures up to $250,000 for each depositor, but now
they are going to cover all depositor losses. And they don’t
have enough to cover the $175 billion of SVB losses, let alone
the trillions of dollars to be lost on the near horizon as
banks across the world begin to break.

The systemic risk among GSIBs (Global Systemically Important
Banks) is that they are so deeply connected that when one
falls, they will all follow.

Much of the world’s economy is already collapsing due to the
actions of the US government and the Federal Reserve banking
system. And much of the world has been preparing for the end
of the US dollar as a world reserve currency.

After all the smaller banks die, the people will be left with
the central bank, and their solution is the CBDC.

CBDC stands for Central Bank Digital Currency. With CBDC there
are  no  more  options.  Everyone’s  account  is  run  directly
through the central bank system.

[Here Greg Reese shares a clip of Catherine Austin Fitts in
an interview with Tucker Carlson, Fox News.]

“As the financial system gets more controlling and more
invasive, it’s a little bit like bringing up a corral
around us. And CBDCs (Central Bank Digital Currencies) and
vaccine passports, or digital IDs, are sort of the last
shutting of the gate.

“It’s  hard  for  many  people  to  imagine  the  risks  here
because we’re so used to living with financial transaction
freedom.

“And we don’t understand that when this gate closes on us,
we literally will be sitting in a system where the central
banks believe that our assets belong to them.

“And they can dictate where we can spend money and what we



can spend money on. If you don’t behave, you can have your
money turned off. “

There are 12 Federal Reserve banks which are located in cities
being considered for the 15-minute city model of the World
Economic Forum. This is where it’s all headed, and there isn’t
much pushback in the federal government.

Utah  Senator  Mike  Lee  introduced  the  No  CBDC  Act  last
September, which will likely go nowhere. But we the people
have much more sway over our local governments.

An  Oklahoma  House  committee  unanimously  passed  a  bill  to
protect Oklahomans from being forced to adopt a CBDC.

It’s time for we the people to unite with our neighbors and
local communities and prepare to liberate ourselves from the
central bank system, recall our corrupt county officials, and
start looking into local barter and trade systems.

Because Central Bank Digital Currency is coming at us quickly
and it equals financial enslavement.
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Founded in part by the Rockefellers, the United Nations has
been acting as a de facto world government since 1945.

Starting in the 1950s, the UN began funding scientists to
measure for carbon dioxide.

And  in  1992  they  drafted  what  they  describe  as  the
international  legal  instrument  for  the  conservation  of
biological  diversity;  and  outlined  their  plans  to  seize
control of land under the guise of climate conservation, known
as Agenda 21 — because they wanted to accomplish their goals
by the 21st century.

But by 2015 they were failing and officially pushed their
deadline back with Agenda 2030.

In 2010, the Rockefeller Foundation published Scenarios for
the  Future  of  Technology  and  International  Development,
wherein they outlined four different ways of achieving their
goals, which they wrote:
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Once  crossed,  these  axes  create  a  matrix  of  four  very
different  futures.

In 2020, they crossed the axis into the lockstep matrix.

In 2022, at their 15th convention on biological diversity (COP
15), the UN increased the amount of land they planned to steal
to 30% by 2030.

Their  ’30  by  30′  plan  will  require  the  displacement  of
millions.

So far, the direct confiscation approach is working in Europe.
The Dutch farmers have been peacefully protesting, but they
are being shot at by the police. So the government isn’t
stopping;  which  is  why  the  direct  approach  won’t  work  in
America.

Less than a year after Agenda 21 was drafted, the US federal
government attempted stripping away constitutional land rights
from the Bundy family in Nevada. It was fought in the courts
for decades and resulted in a peaceful protest with armed
protesters.

To avoid a gunfight, the feds backed off and adapted their
plans.

In 2008, the Rockefeller Foundation published America 2050, a
strategy to reclaim natural resources and reform the federal
role in land use policy.

The America 2050 documents outline which areas of the country
will  be  depopulated  and  which  areas  will  be  politically
absorbed into 10 new Megaregions.

The Rockefellers envision most of the depopulation to occur in
the central corridor of the United States.

These are the same states that experienced the most COVID
vaccine deaths — a massive area that is not included in the



America 2050 infrastructure map and excluded from the new high
speed rail system planned.

A big part of Rockefeller’s America 2050 is the high speed
rail  in  America  plan  which  requires  the  use  of  existing
railways for its implementation.

Some are suggesting that this is why we are seeing so many
train derailments.

There have been over a dozen derailments and chemical spills
on railways in just the past few months, some of which, like
the one in East Palestine, are highly suspicious. And these
chemical spills could be used as an excuse by the state to
evacuate you from your homes and steal your land.

The  Comprehensive  Environmental  Response,  Compensation  and
Liability Act, commonly known as Superfund, was enacted by
Congress in 1980.

The Superfund provides the EPA with the authority to seize
control  of  private  lands  for  long-term  remedial  response
actions during the event of a toxic disaster.

If what we are being told about the chemicals that were burned
and released into East Palestine is true, then the EPA could
plausibly shut down a massive area. And Cleveland can house
the dislocated Ohioans in their 15-Minute Cities while the
government cleans up the mess and accepts the land as payment.

Whether it’s called Agenda 21, Agenda 2030, or America 2050,
the United Nations and their friends are never going to quit.
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In the movie Knowing the news reported a major oil spill in
the Gulf of Mexico.
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A year later, the Deepwater Horizon exploded.

Six months before 9/11, a Lone Gunman episode showed us the
World Trade Center being targeted by a hijacked passenger
plane.

And last year’s film White Noise was about a train wreck that
poisons a small town in Ohio.

This is the very same story now playing out in real life.

Within a year of White Noise’s release the actual event occurs
in real life in Ohio, in Texas and in Michigan.

This is known as predictive programming. And its purpose is to
psychologically trick the minds of the masses into accepting
major traumatic events that would otherwise be resisted.

In  the  book  Secret  Societies  and  Psychological  Warfare,
Michael Hoffman describes a mind control technique known as
the Revelation of the Method. And he writes that when the
Revelation of the Method is performed in a veiled manner,
accompanied by certain occult signs and symbolic words, and
elicits no meaningful response of opposition or resistance
from the target, it is one of the most efficacious techniques
of psychological warfare and mind rape.

Sarah  Elkhaldi  of  The  Alchemist  YouTube  channel  does  an
excellent job of explaining all this.

According  to  Elkhaldi,  there  is  a  law  of  nature  in  this
universe  that  compels  the  dark  occult  to  first  gain  our
consent before trespassing against us, because they believe
this protects them from the natural laws of cause and effect.
They offered and we accepted, so it’s all fair.

A lack of response to an action is often taken as an approval
of that action. And there is an old Latin proverb that says
‘he who is silent when he ought to have spoken and was able
to, is taken to agree’.



Silence is considered by many to be a form of consent. And so
it is through a veiled performance of the Revelation of the
Method technique that these dark occultists believe they are
gaining our consent — what we know as predictive programming.

With  predictive  programming,  the  minds  of  the  masses  are
impregnated with visuals of a major event before it happens.
This is done through all forms of media and can be very subtle
so that nobody notices. But the subconscious mind notices
everything and can easily be programmed through repetition.

And so these controllers repeat whatever it is that they want
us to accept as reality.

Because  these  images  are  delivered  to  us  through
entertainment,  they  elicit  no  meaningful  response  of
opposition  or  resistance.  And  so  we  accept  them,
subconsciously. And when the event happens in real life, it is
already familiar and acceptable to us, as if that’s just the
way it is.

It’s a mind trick, and it works by keeping everyone locked in
a  spectator  state.  This  causes  what  is  known  as  paradigm
blindness, which is when a person is incapable of seeing any
reality other than what they’ve already been exposed to by the
media.

This paradigm blindness will cause a person to get emotionally
triggered whenever confronted with an alternative point of
view that they have not been programmed to accept.

It’s a very powerful mind trick, and the solution is quite
simple. We need to stop living as spectators of someone else’s
reality. We need to start creating our own reality. And we
need to remember how to say no, because they offer it to us
and we accept it.
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